Very preterm (VPT) infants are exposed to odors released by healthcare products, triggering the trigeminal and olfactory subsystems. Irritation of the nasal mucosa induces pain in adults. We examined whether preterm and full-term (FT) newborns perceived trigeminal odors at different cortical levels, whether these odors elicit pain, and if oral glucose modulates this pain. We performed 44 recording sessions in newborn (15 VPT infants, 12 VPT infants at term-equivalent age, and 17 FT infants) following exposure to trigeminal/olfactory stimuli from the hospital environment. We repeated the exposure after oral glucose administration. We recorded cortical activation in the olfactory, frontal, and somatosensory cortices by functional near-infrared spectroscopy, and analyzed pain behaviors from videotaped recordings. Newborns integrated trigeminal/olfactory stimuli in trigeminal/olfactory and nociceptive processing areas beginning at 31 weeks postmenstrual age, and also exhibited pain behaviors. Pain scores were positively associated with the level of cortical activation. Oral glucose inhibited pain behaviors and cortical activation. There were developmental differences in cortical integration related to brain maturation and duration of the extra-uterine experience. In conclusion, VPT and FT infants showed trigeminal sensitivity after exposure to alien odors that induce pain, potentially affecting the wiring of the neuronal circuits of the newborn brain.
Introduction
Inappropriate sensory stimuli or events during critical periods of brain development may have neurosensory sequelae in very preterm (VPT) infants born before 32 weeks of gestation (Knudsen 2004; Lagercrantz 2010) . More specifically, infants treated in a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) experience multiple sensory stimuli that can affect their well-being and neurodevelopment (Graven et al. 1992; Anand and Scalzo 2000; Gressens et al. 2002; Kuhn et al. 2011b ). These infants are highly exposed to healthcare procedures and atypical sensory inputs in different modalities that may lead to pain or discomfort (Carbajal et al. 2008) , including odors from healthcare and cleaning products (Kuhn et al. 2011a ). Full-term (FT) and VPT infants are sensitive to olfactory cues (Schaal et al. 2004 ). The smell experience can involve the co-stimulation of the olfactory and trigeminal subsystems, both of which are functional before the end of the second trimester of gestation (Sarnat 1978; Schaal et al. 1998 Schaal et al. , 2004 Marlier et al. 2001 Marlier et al. , 2005 . The olfactory system depends on olfactory receptor neurons located in the nasal cavity and connected to the main olfactory bulb. It is involved in the detection and discrimination of odors of low intensity. The branches of the trigeminal nerve are sensitive to chemo stimulants of higher concentrations. They are involved in the perception of different trigeminal components of odors like the coolness, the pungency, and the irritating sensation triggered by alcoholic vapors. Olfactory cues are important for the postnatal adaptation of newborns and can influence their behavior (Schaal et al. 2004) . Ambient odors in the hospital environment can modify the physiological and behavioral stability of preterm infants. Exposure to nosocomial odors can trigger cerebral hemodynamic changes in the olfactory cortex (Bartocci et al. 2001) .
Most of these nosocomial odors are perceived as irritants and trigger the trigeminal system, but no studies have evaluated the impact of exposure to these odors on the well-being of newborns. In adults, irritation of the nasal mucosa can induce inflammatory responses, and subsequently, lead to short and long-lasting pain (Hummel et al. 2003 ) and activation of cortical nociceptive areas (Peyron et al. 2000; Apkarian et al. 2005; Hummel et al. 2009 ). Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) can assess cerebral activation of specific cortical areas by noninvasive measurement of hemodynamic changes. Previous fNIRS studies demonstrated that painful stimuli activate the primary somatosensory cortex in the preterm and FT newborn brain (Bartocci et al. 2006; Slater et al. 2006) , and assessed cortical olfactory responsiveness in FT (Bartocci et al. 2000) and preterm infants (Bartocci et al. 2001) . It is, therefore, crucial to explore the possible existence of a trigeminal nerveinduced pain experience in these vulnerable newborns, who receive significant exposure to potentially noxious odors.
In adults, analgesic agents can modulate intranasal nociception (Oertel et al. 2008) . However, it is unclear how chemosensory systems and nociception interact in newborns. The widespread use of sweet solutions to alleviate neonatal pain associated with non-nutritive sucking or multi-sensorial experience has become controversial (Wilkinson et al. 2012) . In particular, oral sucrose does not seem to affect cortical brain activation in the neonatal nociceptive circuits following a painful heel lance, although it does decrease pain-related behaviors (Slater et al. 2010) .
In this study, we address the following questions: (1) Do VPT and FT infants perceive trigeminal/olfactory stimuli at the cortical level? (2) Can nosocomial trigeminal/olfactory stimuli lead to pain? (3) If nosocomial trigeminal/olfactory stimuli lead to pain, can non-pharmacological treatments (e.g., oral glucose) modulate intranasal nociception mediated by the trigeminal system? We also aimed to examine the effect of the main properties of the odors (e.g., trigeminal or olfactory) and the effect of brain maturation and postnatal experience (e.g., the duration of the intra-and extra-uterine life) on the cortical responses and pain-related behaviors.
Material and Methods

Subjects
We enrolled 41 newborn infants who were hospitalized in the NICU at Astrid Lindgren Children's Hospital Danderyd (Department of Neonatology, Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden) from February 2013 to November 2013. Both parents provided signed consent. The institutional review board of Karolinska Institute and the Ethics Committee of Stockholm Land approved the study protocol in January 2013. Infants with major congenital abnormalities or brain injuries and VPT infants who received analgesics/sedatives during the previous 48 h were not included. There were 44 fNIRS recording sessions, 15 in VPT infants, 12 in VPT infants at termequivalent age (VPT at term), and 17 in FT infants (control). Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the study population.
Odorous Stimuli
Selection Based on the level of exposure of VPT infants to nosocomial odors (Kuhn et al. 2011a ) and the typical proximity of different products to their noses, we selected 2 substances currently used in neonatal units that are potential triggers of the trigeminal subsystem: a hand cleaner, DES IPA 60 ® (isopropanol 480 g/ L, drying time 30 s, Lahega Kemi AB), and an adhesive remover, Convacare ® (ConvaTec). During care, adhesive removers are used at 100% concentration on and/or under the infant's nose. Hand cleaners should be used with consideration of the drying time of the solution, so exposure is reduced, and fewer volatile odors are released by the hands. However, clinical observations indicate that newborn infants in the NICU may be exposed to the undried hands of caregivers, and thus to isopropanol, the volatile alcoholic compounds of the product. Thus, we selected 3 olfactory stimuli: undiluted hand cleaner, diluted hand cleaner, and adhesive remover. We also tested an odorless control (distilled water).
Olfactory and Trigeminal Properties of the Odorants
We initially used adult panels to determine the dilution of hand cleaner needed to match the intensity of the odor released by the hands of caregivers/parents during the infant's care and to evaluate the olfactory and trigeminal properties of the odorous substances selected for the study. The dilution to 1/6 was retained for the hand cleaner. Based on the adult panel, both hand cleaner odors have pure and strong trigeminal properties, whereas the odor of the adhesive remover (pleasant and slightly irritating) has mixed olfactory and trigeminal odorant qualities (see Supplementary Material for methodology and results of adult panel evaluation S1). 
Presentation
The infants were tested at least 30 min after feeding in the incubator or open bed, in a separate quiet room with dimmed light and noise abatement using a standardized procedure. We presented the 3 odorous substances and the control when the infants were in active sleep (State 2), with irregular breathing, rapid eye movement, and startle, according to the classification of Prechtl (1974) . Preterm infants in this state have a higher responsiveness to odors (Marlier et al. 2001) . The odors were presented in a randomized order 1 cm below the nose using a 20 cm cotton bud soaked in the solution, which was stored in a closed bottle. The duration of the presentation was 10 s, and there was a minimum of 2 min between presentations. After all odors had been presented once, pure hand cleaner, adhesive remover and water were presented again, 2 min after oral glucose exposure (0.25 mL) (Glukos 300 mg/mL Fresenius Kabi).
Behavioral and Physiological Data Recording
All trials were video recorded using 2 video cameras (Sony CCD-B82A/S), 1 focusing on the body and 1 on the face of the infant. We recorded for 50 s for each odorous substance: 10 s baseline, 10 s presentation, and 30 s postpresentation. One nurse who was certified in the newborn individualized developmental care and assessment program (NIDCAP) and one nurse who specialized in pain management in children, each of whom was unaware of the study purpose and blinded to the nature of the odors, analyzed the videos for pain evaluation. They used a modified version of the well-validated neonatal facial coding system (NFCS) (Grunau et al. 1998 ) in 10-s blocks for each odor, so there were data for 5 different 10-s periods. We used 4 different parameters from the NFCS, each scored as 0 (did not occur) or 1 (occurred): (1) brow lowering, (2) eyes squeezed shut, (3) deepening of the nasolabial furrow, and (4) opening of the lips (Rushforth and Levene 1994) . The mean NFCS score obtained from the sum of the 4 parameters was calculated. Pain behavior was considered present when the mean NFCS score was above 1. Physiological data, such as heart rate, respiratory rate, and oxygen saturation, were recorded using a Radical 7 (Masimo) and a GE DASH-4000 monitor (GE Healthcare).
fNIRS Measurements fNIRS Technique
Cortical activation data were collected using fNIRS. This technique measures concentration changes of oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO 2 ) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb) in the cortex using near-infrared radiation at 760 and 850 nm. We used NIRScout (NIR× Medizintechnik GmbH) which has 8 sequentially switched emitters and 4 receivers, providing 8 different channels. The sampling rate was 6.25 Hz. Data were recorded to a PC during measurement using NIRStar software (NIR× Medizintechnik GmbH).
fNIRS Data Acquisition
We focused on the trigeminal and olfactory pathways. Olfactory information is processed through the olfactory tract to the primary and secondary olfactory cortices. The primary olfactory cortex involves the piriform cortex, the entorhinal cortex, the olfactory tubercle, and the amygdala. The secondary olfactory cortex involves the orbito-frontal gyrus, the hippocampus, the thalamus, the insula, and the cingulate gyrus (Mai and Paxinos 2012; Kandel 2013) . Major trigeminal pathways involve olfactory regions, thalamus, somatosensory areas, the insula, and the frontal lobe. Previous functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies showed activation in the orbitofrontal gyrus and middle frontal gyrus following trigeminal and olfactory stimulations, as well as activation of the primary and secondary somatosensory cortices following trigeminal stimulation (Hummel et al. 2009 ). Using the 10-20 EEG system (Kabdebon et al. 2014) , we placed optodes bilaterally, with 4 channels over each hemisphere. We aimed to examine hemodynamic changes in parts of the primary olfactory cortex (OC), between the orbito-frontal cortex and piriform cortex by placing the emitting optodes slightly anterior to T3/T4 and the receiving optodes anterior to C3/C4 (Bartocci et al. 2001) . We also examined hemodynamic changes in the frontal cortex and specifically the middle frontal gyrus (FC) representing the olfactory and trigeminal processing areas with the emitting optodes slightly anterior and inferior to F3/F4 and the same receiving optodes anterior to C3/C4. Hemodynamic changes in nociceptive areas were assessed in the somatosensory areas (Kandel 2013) . We placed the receiving optodes slightly superior and posterior to C3/C4 and the emitting optodes superior and posterior to T3/T4 to illuminate the primary and secondary somatosensory cortices (SCa) and also the other emitting optodes 1-2 cm behind the previous ones to illuminate the somatosensory cortex and the inferior parietal lobe (SCb), the latter being also involved in somatosensory processing ( Fig. 1) .
To assure that we examined the same cortical areas in babies of different gestational age and head circumference, and to provide optimal comfort for the infants, we used a unique design with individually fitted commercially available EEGcaps, pre-marked with the 10-20 EEG system (Easycap GmbH). These accommodate a head circumference of 26-36 cm and individualization of the inter-optode distance (IOD). An IOD of 2-4 cm is recommended (Gervain et al. 2011) . The designs for different head circumferences and number of infants for each IOD used were: 26 cm (2.5 cm IOD): 2 infants, 29 and 30.5 cm (3 cm IOD): 11 infants, 32 cm (3.5 cm IOD): 3 infants, 35 and 36 cm (4 cm IOD): 28 infants.
fNIRS Data Processing
We obtained raw data from NIRStar software, consisting of differences in absorbance at 760 nm and 850 nm. These data were processed using NiLab (NIR× Medizintechnik GmbH) via Matlab 2007b (Mathworks). We applied a low-pass filter (1 Hz) to remove high-frequency noise and the cardiac signal, and a high pass filter (1/240 Hz) to account for signal drift. Relative changes of HbO 2 and HHb were calculated from the raw data using a modified Beer-Lambert law (W.B. Gratzer spectrum). The time window for analysis was 0-30 s after stimulus onset, to record the range of maximum concentration changes from baseline (−10-0 s) observed across infants for HbO2 and HHb according to what was previously observed in infants for olfactory and pain stimuli (Bartocci et al. 2000; Bembich et al. 2016) .
Movement artifacts can occur in fNIRS measurements. Thus, we removed motion artifacts manually using a rigorous procedure based on previous recommendations for artifact identification, validation, and replacement or suppression (Lloyd-Fox et al. 2010; Gervain et al. 2011 ). First, we identified possible artifacts using the following criteria: (1) spikes (increases or decreases in HbO 2 of more than 5 μmol from the value recorded 1 s previously in at least 2 channels) where HbO 2 and HHb increased or decreased in unison based on visual inspection of the record; (2) a change in the threshold value of 20 μmol in HbO 2 from baseline, based on the calculation of the standard deviation of the whole dataset (14.8 μmol/l). This second criterion is similar to the cut-off previously suggested (Lloyd-Fox et al. 2009 ). We extended the threshold value so that no data other than artifacts were excluded. These possible artifacts were then validated using videos of the face and body to check for movements. The physiological data were also used for validation of artifacts in cases of bradycardia (<80 breaths per minute [BPM] ) and decreased oxygen saturation (<85%), which could affect the cerebral oxygenation independently of cortical activation.
Validated artifacts were replaced using linear interpolation (Wartenburger et al. 2007 ). Finally, we reduced the amount of data from 6.25 to 2.08 Hz by averaging 3 consecutive data points to 1. HbO 2 and HHb data were also normalized to the mean of the baseline so that every data point in each channel was normalized to the mean of its own channel's baseline.
Statistical Analysis
All variables were tested for normality before analysis. Quantitative changes over time were assessed using ANOVA for repeated measures for the entire time window (−10-30 s), using 84 data points (2.08 Hz), with the Newman-Keuls post hoc test when appropriate. Comparisons between odors and groups of infants were performed using 1-way ANOVA. These analyzes were performed in all cortical areas for all newborns together and in each group of infants. Mean changes in pain scores were evaluated for 10 s periods, and comparisons to baseline and other odors were calculated using ANOVA for repeated measures. A P-value below 0.05 was considered significant. Cortical activation in a specific area was identified as statistically significant based on ANOVA of HbO 2 variations relative to baseline, with increasing values and if HHb was, at least, stable or showed a simultaneous decrease. Post hoc analysis with the Newman-Keuls test was used when appropriate to identify and locate significant differences. All statistical analyses were performed using Statistica (StatSoft Inc.). Cortical mapping of the NIRS data was performed with nirsLAB v201412 (NIR× Medizintechnik GmbH).
Results
Cortical Activation Following Odor Exposure
Hemodynamic Changes in all Newborns As expected, exposure to water led to no hemodynamic changes (data not shown). Pure hand cleaner and diluted hand cleaner elicited significant cortical activations in all nociceptive areas, and in at least 2 of the 4 olfactory areas (Table 2) . Adhesive remover elicited a significant cortical activation in 1 nociceptive area and had a nearly significant activation in 1 olfactory area (Table 2 ). Figure 2 shows examples of cortical activation following exposure to diluted hand cleaner from 2 activated brain areas.
Hemodynamic Changes According to Infant Subgroups
In all 3 groups, there were significant cortical activations in at least 1 olfactory and 1 nociceptive area to at least 1 odor. The FT infants responded with bilateral cortical activation following pure hand cleaner (only nociceptive areas) and diluted hand cleaner (both olfactory and nociceptive areas). The VPT infants responded with cortical activation after the exposure to pure hand cleaner only in 1 nociceptive area. Diluted hand cleaner led to cortical activation in one olfactory and one nociceptive area, and adhesive remover bilaterally in olfactory and nociceptive areas.
The VPT at term infants responded to pure and diluted hand cleaner with cortical activation in the olfactory areas. Diluted hand cleaner led to bidirectional (decreases and increases) hemodynamic changes in HbO 2 in the nociceptive areas, and these changes were statistically significant based on ANOVA. However, it was not possible to identify the direction of the changes (no significance in a post hoc test). Adhesive remover triggered cortical activation in the nociceptive and olfactory areas. Table 3 shows all cortical activations to all odors in all groups, and Figure 3 shows the specific fNIRS responses to pure hand cleaner in all groups. 
VPT at term-equivalent age (n = 12) OC-Left , P = 0.01 , P = 0.03 , P < 0.001 -
arrows indicate the direction of the observed variations, associated P-values indicate statistical significance (ANOVA for repeated measures). Post hoc was calculated using Newman-Keuls. In case of a bidirectional hemodynamic change and if there were no significant post hoc analysis it was impossible to decide the direction of the significant ANOVA, then a double arrow was used.
Channel location according to emitting and receiving optode numbers in Figure 1 : OC-Left, E3-R2; OC-Right, E7-R4; FC-Left, E4-R2; FC-Right, E8-R4; SCa-Left, E1-R1;
SCa-Right, E5-R3; SCb-Left, E2-R1; SCb-Right, E6-R3.
We calculated the average amplitude of the maximum HbO 2 changes from baseline for channels in which there were significant cortical activations for each group using all odors and channels. The response was significantly higher in the FT group (6.3 ± 4.9 μmol/L) than in the VPT group (4.5 ± 3.5 μmol/L, P = 0.001) and the VPT at term group (4.2 ± 3.1 μmol/L, P < 0.001). We observed no correlation between IOD and these average amplitudes of the maximum HbO 2 changes from baseline (r = 0.1049; P = 0.503 Pearson correlation analysis). The time from onset of stimulus presentation to the maximum HbO 2 was similar among these groups.
Pain Following Odor Exposure
Pain Behavior
The inter-rater agreement in assessment of pain behavior was 91.8%, and Cohen's kappa was 0.52 (95% CI: 0.48-0.56). All 3 odors elicited significantly higher NFCS scores than water in all presentation and postpresentation periods (pure hand cleaner: F 4, 348 = 3.4, P < 0.001, post hoc test: P < 0.001; diluted hand cleaner: F 4, 348 = 3.3, P = 0.011, post hoc test: P < 0.001; adhesive remover F 4, 348 = 3.26, P = 0.012, post hoc test: P < 0.001) (Fig. 4A) . Comparison of the maximum NFCS values during the 40 s poststimulus period to the baseline indicates that all odors elicited a significantly increased NFCS score (F 3,261 = 7.91, P < 0.001) (Fig. 4B) . The maximum values were significantly higher for pure hand cleaner (P = 0.002) and diluted hand cleaner (P = 0.02) than for adhesive remover, but were similar for pure and diluted hand cleaner (P = 0.32). We calculated the average of the maximum NFCS values for all odors for each infant and compared them between groups. We found no significant differences in the pain behavior between groups.
Associations Between Pain Behavior and Cortical Activations
Pearson correlation analysis indicated no significant correlations between maximum NFCS score and maximum HbO 2 for any odor. We also compared HbO 2 changes in nociceptive areas following exposure to pure hand cleaner between 2 subgroups of infants: one group with maximal NFCS score of 0-1 (no pain behavior), and another group with maximal NFCS score of 2-4 (significant pain behavior). Infants with higher NFCS scores had significantly higher HbO 2 values in all nociceptive areas (mean of SCa-left, SCa-right, SCb-left, SCb-right; F 83,2324 = 1.68, P < 0.001) FT infants, (C) VPT infants at term-equivalent age. One star indicates a statistically significant cortical activation (P < 0.05), and 2 stars indicate a statistically significant (P < 0.05) difference based on post hoc analysis, using the Newman-Keuls test. (Fig. 5) . In addition, infants with higher NFCS scores had significant cortical activation from baseline in all nociceptive areas (F 83, 747 = 3.50, P < 0.001, post hoc test: P < 0.05), but infants with lower NFCS scores had no significant hemodynamic changes in these areas (F 83,1 577 = 0.61, P = 1.0). Figure 6 shows an example of simultaneous behavioral and cortical changes in one newborn after exposure to pure hand cleaner.
Effect of Glucose on Cortical Activation and Pain Behavior
Effect on Cortical Activation For all infants, oral glucose administration before exposure to pure hand cleaner suppressed cortical activation in SCa bilaterally (Table 4 ). More specifically, the hemodynamic response to pure hand cleaner in SCa (left and right merged) was significantly different for infants who received and did not receive glucose (F 83,1743 = 1.2847, P = 0.045; post hoc test: P = 0.07) (Fig. 7A) .
We also observed differences in the effect of glucose among the 3 major groups (Table 4) . In FT and VPT infants, glucose suppressed cortical activations in SCa following exposure to pure hand cleaner. Moreover, FT infants receiving and not receiving glucose had significantly different cortical activation following pure hand cleaner in SCa (left and right merged; F 83,332 = 2.7336, P < 0.001, post hoc test: P < 0.001) (Fig. 7B) . In VPT at term infants (who had no cortical activation in response to pure hand cleaner alone), glucose administration prior to odor exposure triggered significant cortical activations. However, in this group, glucose suppressed the cortical activations in SCa following exposure to adhesive remover (Table 3) .
Modulation of Pain Behavior by Glucose
For all infants, there were significantly lower NFCS scores in response to pure hand cleaner when the infants were given glucose before odor presentation (F 4, 352 = 3.3, P = 0.01; post hoc test: P < 0.001) (Fig. 7C) .
This regimen also affected NFCS score in FT infants (F 4,132 = 3.8, P = 0.005; post hoc test: P < 0.001) (Fig. 7D) . For the VPT and VPT at term infants, glucose did not alter NFCS scores after exposure to pure hand cleaner. However, when the VPT at term infants were exposed to adhesive remover, their scores were lower scores when glucose was given (F 4,92 = 32631, P = 0.015; post hoc test: P < 0.001). Figure 7 shows that oral glucose altered the hemodynamic and behavioral responses in all groups. Oral glucose led to significant differences in the profiles of the hemodynamic changes in at least one nociceptive area and for at least one odor in all 3 groups. However, the effect of glucose was not consistently present for all odors in all groups.
Discussion
Our main findings are that alien odors elicit not only olfactory but also nociceptive cortical responses in FT and VPT newborns. As hypothesized, irritating alien odors also elicited behavioral pain responses in VPT and FT infants, as measured with the NFCS scale. We also found that oral glucose modulates trigeminal pain, and significantly decreases hemodynamic cortical activation, and pain behavior in FT and VPT infants. Finally, we observed differences in these responses between VPT and FT newborns due to brain maturation and the duration of the postnatal experience.
Cortical Activations
Our results show that the olfactory and nociceptive cortical responses, which are probably mediated by the olfactory and trigeminal nerves, are present from 31 weeks postmenstrual age, earlier than previously reported for olfaction (Bartocci et al. 2001) . Our results also confirm the ability of VPT and FT newborns to detect different components of odors (Sarnat 1978; Marlier et al. 2001 Marlier et al. , 2007 Schaal et al. 2004 ), because their cortical responses varied according to the odor type. However, we cannot exclude that differences in intensities of the odors as perceived by the adult panel could have contributed to the variations in cortical responses. Hand cleaners elicited an almost pure trigeminal response; in contrast, the adhesive remover elicited a more bimodal olfactory/trigeminal response. This further supports our conclusion that infants can perceive these odorants and react differently to them. The olfactory and trigeminal systems are connected and interact at several sites, including the nasal mucosa and the olfactory bulb (Hummel and Livermore 2002; Hummel et al. 2007 Hummel et al. , 2009 . Specific brain activation occurs in adults following trigeminal intranasal stimuli, in particular, in the somatosensory cortices (Peyron et al. 2000; Apkarian et al. 2005; Hummel et al. 2009 ). In infants, olfactory/trigeminal and pain signals and their emotional components are also processed in deeper structures, although the amygdala and orbito-frontal cortex are less activated (Fitzgerald 2015; Goksan et al. 2015; Jin et al. 2015) . However, activity of the amygdala is hardly detected by the fNIRS-signal that we have chosen to use due to its noninvasiveness and bed-side usability. The pleasantness or unpleasantness of odors may also affect the responses of preterm infants (Marlier et al. 2001 (Marlier et al. , 2005 Goubet et al. 2003) . Thus, the different cortical responses that we observed for different odors could also be due to differences in their hedonic value. However, a full understanding of the developing neurological pathways involved in trigeminal, olfactory, and emotional processing is best assessed by use of composite measures such as fMRI, event-related potentials, high-resolution fNIRS, or magnetoencephalography combined with behavioral observations (Fitzgerald 2015) . We attempted to use a multimodal approach in our study, by combining behavioral and cortical hemodynamic measurements, although we did not evaluate deeper brain structures not reachable by the fNIRS. New knowledge on olfactory processing in preterm infants will be obtained by using fMRI which will reach deeper structures of All infants , P < 0.001
arrows indicate the direction of the observed variations, associated P-values indicate statistical significance (ANOVA for repeated measures). Post hoc was calculated using Newman-Keuls.
SCa, somatosensory cortex; TEA, term-equivalent age.
the olfactory network as demonstrated in FT newborns (Arichi et al. 2013) . We observed cortical activation in the somatosensory cortex, arguing for pain processing as previously shown in preterm infants of mean postmenstrual age of 31 weeks (Bartocci et al. 2006) and already present at 25 weeks postmenstrual age (Slater et al. 2006 ). However, we cannot exclude, due to the proximity between the motor cortex and SCa, that these hemodynamic changes are partially related to a facial motor response accompanying pain behavior. Nevertheless, the observed differences of the maximum amplitudes of the HbO 2 changes between groups were not associated with differences in facial activity measured by NFCS score. We also recorded cortical activation in SCb which is more distant from the motor cortex. We observed high amplitudes in HbO 2 responses in accordance with previous recordings of neuronal activations in preterm infants (Bartocci et al. 2001 (Bartocci et al. , 2006 Slater et al. 2006; Olsson et al. 2016 ) following olfactory and nociceptive stimuli. Our cautious artifact removal process and the opposite direction in changes observed in HbO 2 and HHb following stimulus presentation are supporting neuronal responses rather than systemic responses (Yamada et al. 2012) . Recently, additional measurements have been suggested to better identify systemic interference that could be useful in the future to fully exclude that possibility. (Caldwell et al. 2016) .
Pain Behavior
The behavioral pain responses observed after smelling irritating odors suggests that newborns can feel, before term, a trigeminal induced pain or irritation, as well established in adults (Hummel et al. 2003) . Exposure to the trigeminal stimuli that adults rated as stronger (hand cleaner) also led to higher pain scores in infants, suggesting a relationship between stimulus intensity and pain behavior. These findings indicate that the trigeminal pathways (Patel and Pinto 2014) seem to mature early in development (Hummel et al. 2007 ). Thus, different irritant chemical substances, including alcohol, activate the intranasal nociception system, elicit trigeminal signals, and trigger pain and irritation.
Researchers primarily developed the NFCS scale using the Baby FACS system (Ekman and Rosenberg 2005) to assess pain due to skin-breaking medical procedures (Grunau and Craig 1987) . Facial expressions, especially those in the NFCS scale, are the most specific indicators of pain in newborn infants (Holsti et al. 2005 (Holsti et al. , 2008 . However, intranasal nociceptive stimulation might trigger less pain behavior than skin-breaking nociceptive stimulation (Rushforth and Levene 1994) . Interestingly, we also observed associations between pain behaviors and hemodynamic changes in the somatosensory cortices. This provides a multimodal view of pain, and suggests that newborns experience pain after exposure to trigeminal odors. Previous research indicates discrepancies between pain behavior and cortical activation in the somatosensory cortex (Slater et al. 2008; Olsson et al. 2016) . This suggests a possible dissociation between the sensory and affective elements of pain (Wilkinson et al. 2012) .
Glucose Modulation
Our finding that oral glucose can modulate pain and hemodynamic cortical activation is in contrast to previous research (Slater et al. 2010) , which reported glucose had no effect on the neurophysiological signature of pain in the somatosensory cortex. We can suggest 3 possible explanations for this apparent discrepancy. First, the use of different tools to assess pain cortical activation, neurophysiological methods rather than hemodynamic methods. Second, trigeminal pain differs from the somatic pain that results from tissue-damaging stimuli, and there may be different integration and modulation of these signals. Third, oral glucose, a pleasant gustatory stimulus, may be more effective in alleviating pain induced by other chemosensory stimuli, such as irritating odors with strong trigeminal properties, as previously reported in animals (Boucher et al. 2013) . We can also speculate that sweet solutions may have a specific pain relieving effect when the pain is from intranasal irritation. The mechanism(s) by which sweet solutions modulate pain in newborn infants have not been fully elucidated (Holsti and Grunau 2010; Harrison et al. 2012) . In animals, the hedonic value attributed to food, perceived through the gustatory ascending pathway, seems to play a prominent role in the analgesia that accompanies ingestion of food (Foo and Mason 2009; Kringelbach and Berridge 2010) . However, in human neonates, there is uncertainty about the role of the endogenous opioid system in the glucose-mediated alleviation of pain (Wilkinson et al. 2012) . Some evidence suggests that the "analgesic" effect of glucose could be due to a distraction or a compensatory pleasure (Leknes and Tracey 2008; Berridge and Kringelbach 2015) . The mechanism by which glucose alleviates trigeminal pain warrants further research, which should also examine the mechanisms involved in trigeminal pain modulation.
Developmental Changes
As expected, we found changes in trigeminal/olfactory processing with brain maturation and postnatal experience. More specifically, we observed differences in cortical activity between VPT infants, VPT at term infants, and FT infants. Comparing the responses of VPT and FT infants allows assessment of the effect of brain maturation. FT infants had greater cortical responses in the somatosensory cortex following exposure to the stronger alien odors. This is probably due to greater maturation of the nociceptive neural pathways (Slater et al. 2006) . FT infants also have broader and more bilateral activations in the trigeminal/ olfactory and pain processing areas, indicating the ability to process odors undergoes maturational changes early in life. However, when comparing FT and VPT infants we used different IOD: all FT infants wore a cap with 4 cm IOD and all but 2 VPT infants wore a cap with 2.5-3 cm IOD. We are aware that the IOD can impact the depth of measurements and that an increase in IOD is associated possibly with a decrease in signal to noise ratio. The optimal separation is still a matter of debate in newborn infant's fNIRS studies (Lloyd-Fox et al. 2010). Our study design allowed the exploration of the olfactory network involving deep brain structures in infants of different ages, head sizes and cortical volumes (Moeskops et al. 2015) .
We also evaluated the impact of the postnatal experience by comparing the responses of VPT at term and FT infants. FT infants activated 11 of 16 possible areas after exposure to the odors with stronger trigeminal properties. Pure hand cleaner only activated the somatosensory areas, but diluted hand cleaner also activated the olfactory areas. VPT at term infants had greater activation in the olfactory areas, and less in the nociceptive areas. These differences could be due to habituation to trigeminal odors following repeated exposure. Habituation to olfactory stimuli is considered as a simple form of non-associative learning, during which the response to non-relevant stimuli declines (Freedman et al. 2013) . Research indicates that trigeminal and olfactory stimuli can induce habituation (Flohr et al. 2015) . In the NICU, VPT infants are not only exposed to strong odors from healthcare products but also to air-jet induced trigeminal stimuli from respiratory devices, such as those that provide nasal continuous airway pressure. These stimuli could also have a role in the habituation process. Surprisingly, exposure to oral glucose prior to the noxious odors increased cortical activation in the VPT at term infants but suppressed cortical activation in FT infants. This could be because VPT infants have previous experience of oral glucose in the context of painful stimuli during their NICU stays. Indeed olfactory/trigeminal sensations can function as Pavlovian conditioners in humans (Moessnang et al. 2013 ).
Clinical Implications
Our data support the view that VPT infants have developed a minimal level of consciousness of their NICU environment (Lagercrantz and Changeux 2010) . VPT infants react to and cortically process alien odors differently to FT infants already at term. The effects of this pain-eliciting exposure to environmental odors on the future neurodevelopment and olfactory preferences of VPT infants should be determined. The number of painful/stressful procedures during neonatal life impacts brain growth and function (Smith et al. 2011) , correlate negatively with IQ, are associated with altered brain microstructure at age 7 years , and impact stress-sensitive behaviors (Ranger et al. 2014 ). In addition, brief exposure of FT newborns during the early postnatal period to artificial odors while breastfeeding influences subsequent olfactory preferences, until at least age 21 months (Delaunay-El Allam et al. 2010) . Minimizing an infant's exposure to irritating odors during clinical procedures could be beneficial. Thus, we recommend a more cautious use of odorous healthcare products considered essential for the care of infants (Kuhn et al. 2011a (Kuhn et al. , 2011b .
In conclusion, our results show that VPT infants develop trigeminal sensitivity before term-equivalent age, in that they cortically perceive alien odors from healthcare products. These nosocomial odorants, with strong trigeminal properties, trigger the trigeminal pain system and induce pain behaviors, and oral glucose reduces these responses. The differences between VPT at term and FT infants suggest that the environment of the NICU may affect the development of the chemosensory system. Longitudinal studies are needed to determine whether this atypical experience influences future brain development.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Cerebral Cortex online. 
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